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8.1 Introduction 
 Note: The solution for this chapter can be found in c:\po\solutions\ch8. 

To run this solution, you must first complete Chapter 1 to set up the application. 

In this chapter you will add a BPEL Process to the composite with a Business Rule 

using a Decision Table to make the decision of which fulfillment carrier to use for 

fulfilling the order.  Orders under $1000 use USPS, orders from $1000 and under 

$5000 use UPS and orders over $5000 use FedEx. 

When finished, the composite will look like this: 
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8.2 Designing the flow 
The Business Rule uses the order total to determine which fulfillment vendor to 

choose.  Three order total ranges are used, which means there would be multiple IF-

THEN clauses to create to cover all of the cases.  Instead, you use a Decision Table to 

create the three values in the bucket set and then create only three rules. 

The fulfillment process must be called whenever the order is approved.  This is in the 

BPEL approveLargeOrder process but is also in the first case, in the routePO 

mediator when the order is under $1000 and automatically approved. 

8.3 Add a BPEL Process and a Business Rule 
You first add the BPEL Process component to the composite and then you add the 

Business Rule. 

1. Add the BPEL Process component to the composite by dragging it to the 

Components section. Complete the dialog as follows. 

- Name: FulfillmentProcess 

- Template: Asynchronous BPEL Process 

- Service Name: fulfillmentprocess _client 

- Expose as a SOAP Service: Unchecked 

- Input: Click the flashlight icon, in the Type Chooser dialog,  

click the Import Schema File button and import 

c:\po\schemas\fulfillment.xsd in the same way as you have 

previously imported an xsd.  Select Fulfillment as the input type. 

- Output: Use the  CarrierSelection as the output type 

 

2. Click OK. 
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3. Now drag a Business Rule component to the Components section.  Complete 

the dialog as follows. 

- Name: FulfillmentRules 

- Package: fulfillmentrules 

- Input: Fulfillment 

- Output: CarrierSelection 

- Advanced tab>Service Name: OracleRulesFulfillment 

 

 
 

4. Click OK 
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5. Drag a wire from the new BPEL process to the new rule  

6. Drag another wire from ApproveLargeOrder to the new BPEL process.   

 

 

8.4 Define the Business Rule 
Now, you define the business rule.  You need a rule that will distinguish 

between 3 carriers based on the order total.  Rather than write out multiple 

exclusive if-then statements in the Ruleset, you can do this more easily with a 

Decision Table.   

First define the three ranges of the order total that you want to use for 

evaluation.  Use those ranges in the Decision Table to determine the carrier. 

7. In the composite, double click FulfillmentRules to open the rule editor. 

8. Click Bucketsets.   

Notice that one bucketset has already been created.  In the fulfillment.xsd 

schema, CarrierValue is a restricted String type and is therefore represented as a 

Java enum.  All imported Java enums are used to create a bucketset of their 

values.  You use this bucketset to assign the return value, CarrierSelection. 

9. Add a List of Ranges and then click edit to define the values in the new 

bucketset. 
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10. Enter the Name as OrderTotal and Data Type as double.   

11. Click the green plus icon twice to add two buckets and edit the values as 

follows. 

- Endpoint: 5000, Alias: xtralarge 

- Endpoint: 1000, Alias: large 

- Endpoint: -Infinity, Alias: small 
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12. Now you have to associate this bucketset with the input fact.  Click Facts and 

select and edit FulfillmentType.   

13. Set the Bucketset for total to OrderTotal.  

 

14. Click OK. 

15. Select CarrierSelection and click edit.  You see the value carrier has already been 

associated with the bucketset CarrierValue.  All imported Java enums are 

automatically associated with properties of their type. 

16. Click OK 

17. Now you are ready to create the table.  Click Ruleset_1 and select the drop down 

menu on the green plus icon.  Select Create Decision Table. 
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18. Insert a condition and choose FulfillmentType.total 

 
 

19. Select the cell under R1 and choose small – the range you created previously. 

 
 

20. Select the menu for the green plus icon just above the rule and select Rule to 

add a second rule.  Set this one to large.   
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21. Add a third rule and set it to xtralarge.  These three rules, which are the ranges 

defined earlier, are evaluated against the condition FulfillmentType.total.   

 

 

22. Now set the Actions for these three rules.  Insert Action and select Assert New.  

Select CarrierSelection  

23. Select the checkbox for Parameterized.   

24. Select the checkbox for Always Selected. 

 

25. Click OK 
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26. Now set the values.  Select the cell for each of the three rules and set the carrier 

value for each one: small=USPS, large=UPS, xtralarge=FED_EX 

 

27. That’s it!  The Decision Rule is complete.  Save all and close the rule editor. 

8.5 Define the BPEL Process 
Now define the fulfillment BPEL process which will use this Business Rule.  At 

first, this simply calls the business rule you just created.  In the next chapter, 

you add additional functionality to send the fulfillment message. 

28. Double-click FulfillmentProcess to open the BPEL editor 

29. Drag a Business Rule activity to the process flow. 

30. In the Business Rule dialog, leave the default name and select the 

FulfillmentRules rule. 

31. In the Assign Input Facts tab, click the green plus icon to add an assignment to 

assign the BPEL inputvariable to the rule input fact. 
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32. In the Assign Output Facts tab, assign the output fact to outputvariable. 

 

33. In the Business Rule dialog, click OK 

8.6 Invoke FulfillmentProcess 
Now invoke your new fulfillment process.  It should be called whenever you 

have an approved order.  There are two places, one in the approveLargeOrder 

BPEL process and one in the routePO mediator for small orders that are 

automatically approved. 

34. You’ve already wired it to ApproveLargeOrder so let’s start there.  In the 

composite, double-click approveLargeOrder to open the BPEL editor.  

35. Locate the switch branch for valid credit cards.  Drag an Invoke at the end of 

this branch, at the end of the branch scope.  
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36. Wire the Invoke to the partnerLink for FulfillmentProcess which was added for 

you when you wired the processes earlier. 

37. In the Invoke dialog, set the Name to Invoke_Fulfillment and create the input 

variable using the default values. 

 

38. Click OK 
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39. Do you remember what input the FulfillmentProcess service is expecting?  It is 

the FulfillmentType which contains customer id, order id and order total.  The 

easiest way to set this input value is using a Transform.  Drag a Transform 

activity just before the Invoke. 

40. Set the source for the transformation to inputvariable and the target to the 

fulfillment input variable you just created in the Invoke dialog. 

 

41. Click the green plus icon to create the mapper file 

42. Drag wires to copy the customer id and order id values.   

43. For total, you have to multiply price and quantity so use a mathematical 

function.  First, drag the multiply function into the middle area.  Then drag the 

wires for price and qty values into the function and drag a wire from the 

function to total.  The multiplication is complete. 

 

44. Save and close the transformation mapper. 
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Take a look at the completed process.  This isn’t quite complete because there 

should be fulfillment only when the human task is approved.  You need to add a 

switch statement to check for the approved status for both the auto-approved or 

human task approved cases.   

45. Drag a Switch activity directly below the Invoke_Fulfillment, call it 

Switch_Fulfillment, and expand the case. 

46. Since you are going to move both the Transform and the Invoke activities into 

the Switch, drag a Sequence activity block into the case to hold them. 

47. Drag the Transform and Invoke activities into the Sequence block within the 

case block. 

48. Add the condition statement to the case block to check the status.  It should look 

like this: 

bpws:getVariableData('outputVariable','payload','/ns2:Order/ns2:status') = 'approved' 

49. Remove the otherwise case because there is no action to take here.  Just right-

click on the otherwise block and select Delete.   

50. The changes to the BPEL process are complete. Return to the composite. 

51. Now you invoke fulfillment from the mediator.  Double-click on routePO to 

open the mediator editor. 

52. Select the green plus icon and choose static routing rule.  

53. Select Service as the type and in the dialog, navigate to POProcessing > BPEL 

Processes > FulfillmentProcess> Services > fulfillmentprocess_client > process.   

54. Click OK. 

55. A new routing rule is added to the table.  You want to call fulfillment from here 

only in the auto-approval case so you set the filter to the same thing as in the 

first case, that is, for orders under 1000.  Click the filter icon to open the 

expression builder and enter  

($in.request/inp1:PurchaseOrder/inp1:quantity * 

$in.request/inp1:PurchaseOrder/inp1:price) < 1000 

56. Click OK.  

57. Click the transform icon on the right and create a transformation mapping in 

the same way as earlier, using the multiply function to set the value for total.   

58. Save and close the transformation mapper.   

The new routing rule is complete. You don’t need to set the callback because 

you are not interested in the return value here. 
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59. Save and close the mediator routing rule editor. 

All done!  Now you are ready to test. 

8.7 Deploying the application 
Deploy the POProcessing in the same way as before using the Deploy command on 

the Project Menu. Read Appendix A Deploying and Running a Composite 

Application to refresh your memory on how to deploy if you need to.   

8.8 Testing the application 
So far the fulfillment process determines the delivery carrier but doesn’t really do 

anything with the information so you have to use the flow view in the EM console to 

see that everything is working correctly. 

60. Open EM console and click POProcessing.   

61. Click Test. 

62. Using the input files in c:\po\input run three tests, with small, large, and 

extra large orders. 

63. Click Launch Message Flow Trace to view the instance data.   

64. For the extra large order, submit the approval task to complete the process.   

65. Verify that the FulfillmentRules returns USPS, UPS, and FedEx as the delivery 

carrier appropriately. 

66. Submit a second extra large order and this time Reject the order approval.  

Verify that Fulfillment is not called. 

67. Submit an order with an invalid credit card and verify that Fulfillment is not 

called. 

8.9 Operations and naming 
This section gives you all of the operations and names for objects created in this 

chapter.  Experienced users can use this for creating the objects in this chapter 
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quickly.  Any questions on details for a particular operation listed here can be found 

in the preceding sections.  The information is divided by the sections in this 

document. 

Add a BPEL Process and a Business Rule 

���� BPEL Name: FulfillmentProcess 

���� Template: Asynchronous BPEL Process 

���� Service Name: fulfillmentprocess _client 

���� Expose as a SOAP Service: Unchecked 

���� Input: c:\po\schemas\fulfillment.xsd >  Fulfillment 

���� Output: CarrierSelection  

���� Rule Name: FulfillmentRules 

���� Package: fulfillmentrules 

���� Input: Fulfillment 

���� Output: CarrierSelection 

���� Advanced tab>Service Name: OracleRulesFulfillment 

���� Wire: FulfillmentProcess  to FulfillmentRules  

���� Wire ApproveLargeOrder to FulfillmentProcess   

Define the Business Rule 

���� Bucketset: List of Ranges 

���� Name:  OrderTotal  

���� Data Type: double.   

���� Endpoint: 5000: Alias: xtralarge 

���� Endpoint: 1000: Alias: large 

���� Endpoint: -Infinity: Alias: small 

���� Facts: FulfillmentType >  Bucketset: total to OrderTotal 

���� Ruleset_1: DecisionTable_1: Condition: FulfillmentType.total 

���� R1: small, R2: large, R3: xtralarge 

���� Actions > Assert New: CarrierSelection  

���� Checkboxes: Parameterized, Always Selected 

���� Values: small=USPS, large=UPS, xtralarge=FED_EX 

Define the BPEL Process 

���� FulfillmentProcess: Business Rule: FulfillmentRule, FulfillmentRules 
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- Input fact: inputvariable>Fulfillement to Fulfillment 

- Output fact: outputvariable>CarrierSelection to CarrierSelection 

Invoke FulfillmentProcess 

���� BPEL: ApproveLargeOrder 

���� Drag Invoke: into switch branch for valid credit cards 

���� Wire Invoke: to FulfillmentProcess 

���� Name Invoke_Fulfillment 

���� Input variable: defaulted 

���� Transform before Invoke: inputvariable to 

Invoke_Fulfillment_process_InputVariable 

���� Wire: customer id and order id values 

���� Multiply: price*quantity wired to total 

���� Switch: Switch_Fulfillment below Invoke_Fulfillemnt 

���� Case expression: outputVariable>status = 'approved' 

���� Case: add Sequence, move Transform and Invoke 

���� Otherwise: delete branch 

���� Mediator. routePO 

���� static routing rule > Service: FulfillmentProcess > fulfillmentprocess_client > 

process 

���� Filter: orders < 1000 

���� Transform: PurchaseOrder_To_Fulfillment.xsl 

The application is completed.  Continue with Section 8.7 above to deploy and test 

your application. 

 

 

 

 

 


